IJ-50
POWERFUL MAILING PERFORMANCE FOR EXPANDING NEEDS
The simple, modular and effective solution for any office setting
IJ-50
THE QUIET PERFORMER THAT’S COMPACT & EASY TO USE

The Neopost IJ-50 is an advanced, automatic mail processing system that anyone can use. It combines all the power of a high volume mailing machine with the quiet and simple operation of an office mailer. Compact and easy to use, the advanced features of the IJ-50 deliver the next level of mailing performance for flourishing businesses, offering envelope and package versatility with real speed for the monthly invoice run or marketing activities.

The IJ-50’s advanced inkjet technology produces a crisp, clear indicia and a clean, positive message about your business. Choose from a selection of customized promotional slogans, and create or adapt your own text messages in just seconds.

MAKE LIGHT WORK OF LONG RUNS
The Neopost AutoFeed provides high-speed capabilities so you can process up to 95 letters per minute – and finish the monthly invoice run or direct mail campaigns in half the time!

DIFFERENTIAL WEIGHING OPTION SAVES TIME
The IJ-50 checks the weight of envelopes and packages with its integrated, electronic weigh platform and then automatically applies the correct postage. You can even weigh a selection of items using differential weighing. Simply place the items on the platform and it will calculate the weight of each individual item you take off the stack.

PROFESSIONAL IMAGE
The IJ-50 is 100% inkjet and 100% digital, which gives you superbly crisp, clean impressions. A choice of ten customized slogans can be loaded from memory cards and you can add your company name, greetings, marketing slogans – even logos and photographs.

EASY TO USE, WHATEVER THE JOB
Whether for a handful of envelopes or a big mailing run, the IJ-50’s easy to read display and one-touch controls make operating easy. Long-lasting ink cartridges reduce cost-per-impression and can be replaced in seconds.
BETTER COST CONTROL
Instead of carrying postage costs as an overhead, the IJ-50 lets you allocate them to departments, with capabilities for up to 100 accounts, and keep your expenditure under control. Accounting records can be printed through an external printer.

THE SIMPLE SOLUTION TO PACKAGES AND FLATS
Additional scales can be interfaced with the IJ-50 for large, irregular shaped packages of more than 5 lbs. A built-in label dispenser enables the IJ-50 to print your impression onto a self-adhesive strip, making it easy to apply to packages and flats.

REDUCE WASTE – PRINTS EXACT POSTAGE, WHATEVER THE SIZE OF YOUR MAIL PIECE
SAVE TIME WITH DIFFERENTIAL WEIGHING OPTION
FAST PRINTING OF METERED LABELS FOR FLATS AND PACKAGES
CONTROL AND ALLOCATE POSTAL COSTS FOR UP TO 100 DEPARTMENTS
CONNECT TO A PC TO TRACK, ANALYZE AND MANAGE POSTAL EXPENDITURES

Automatic label dispenser stores and prints up to 50 labels, for quick and easy package mailings
Seals envelopes securely
Five job memories let you store regularly used settings, automatically changing the date and eliminating postage waste

BETTER COST CONTROL
Instead of carrying postage costs as an overhead, the IJ-50 lets you allocate them to departments, with capabilities for up to 100 accounts, and keep your expenditure under control. Accounting records can be printed through an external printer.
IJ-50
DIGITAL MAILING MACHINE

The Neopost IJ-50 delivers the next level of mailing performance for flourishing businesses.
- Integrated weigh platform for accurate rate calculation
- Envelope processing speeds of up to 95 lpm
- Track expenditures for up to 100 departments
- Interface with a PC to export mailing data and reports

POSTAL EXPENDITURES MANAGEMENT AT HAND
The Neopost IJ-50 can connect directly to a PC, exporting accounting data and reports for advanced cost tracking and analysis using Neopost’s postage accounting and management software.

SPECIFICATIONS

SYSTEM DIMENSIONS
Base
Length x Height x Depth: 10.5” x 9.8” x 14.25”
Weight: 18.75 lbs.
Including AutoFeed
Length x Height x Depth: 23.25” x 9.8” x 14.25”
Weight: 26.75 lbs.

ELECTRICAL
Power requirements: Operates on 110V, 50/60Hz
ENERGY STAR® Compliant

PERFORMANCE
Speeds: Up to 95 letters per minute

FEATURES
Label dispenser: Up to 50
Job memory: 5
Slogans: Up to 10
Mail Class dies: 8
Text messages: 5
Departments: 45 or 100

ENVELOPE SPECIFICATIONS
Minimum-maximum length: 5” - 15”
Minimum-maximum width: 3” - 15”
Thickness: 1/4”

OPTIONS
AutoFeed: Yes
Weigh platforms: 5, 10, 30 or 70 lbs.
Electronic scales: 5, 10, 20, 30 or 70 lbs.
Mail accounting software: Yes

ONE-TOUCH RECREEDITING WITH POSTAGE-ON-CALL®
Many re-crediting systems are slow and complicated, often requiring long calls. The IJ-50 helps you avoid all that. Neopost’s Postage-On-Call® refills your machine with postage in just a few key strokes, getting you back to business in seconds. With Postage-On-Call®, there’s no more waiting for a check to clear before your postage is available. It’s postage when you want it, available to you anytime for round-the-clock convenience - 24 hours a day, 365 days a year.

WHY CHOOSE NEOPOST
Neopost is a leading worldwide provider for mailing and shipping solutions. Our innovative products and services bring simplicity and efficiency to your complete mailing process to make your business run more effectively.

www.neopostinc.com
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